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Definition of a lease
Real estate considerations – identified asset 

For most real estate contracts, the tenant generally has:
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► The exclusive use of the leased 
property and, therefore, has the 
right to obtain substantially all 
of the economic benefits from 
its use.
► In a lease of a retail store, the 

cash flows arising from sales 
are considered to be economic 
benefits that the tenant obtains 
from the use of the retail space.

► The right to direct the use of 
the underlying property 
because the tenant decides 
how and for what purpose the 
property will be used.
► In a lease of a retail store, the 

relevant decision-making rights 
include the mix of products that 
will be sold and the sales price 
for those products. The tenant 
generally has the sole discretion 
over those decisions.



Identifying and separating components
Real estate considerations – lease components

► For contracts that involve the right to use land and other assets (e.g., 
land and a building), ASC 842 requires an entity to classify and 
account for the right to use land as a separate lease component, 
unless the accounting effect of not separately accounting for land is 
insignificant. 

► ASC 842 eliminates the guidance in ASC 840 that relied on real 
estate-specific criteria for not separately evaluating the classification of 
land and building in certain instances. 
► The FASB said in BC147 of the Background 

Information and Basis for Conclusions of 
ASU 2016-02 that it decided to require land 
to be assessed separately, regardless of whether 
the criteria for separating lease components are 
met, because land has an indefinite economic 
life that makes it substantively different from 
other assets.
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Identifying and separating components
Real estate considerations – lease and non-lease components

► Under ASC 842, maintenance activities, 
including common area maintenance, 
or CAM (e.g., cleaning the lobby of a 
building, removing snow from a parking lot 
for employees and customers), and other 
goods or services transferred to the lessee 
(e.g., providing utilities or trash removal) 
are considered non-lease components.

► The non-lease components are identified 
and accounted for separately from the 
lease component in accordance with other 
US GAAP.
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Identifying and separating components
Real estate considerations – lease and non-lease components (Cont.)

► Insurance that protects the lessor’s interest in the underlying asset and 
taxes related to such asset (e.g., real estate taxes on the underlying 
asset) are not separate components of the contract.

► They do not represent payments for goods or services.
► The payments are for the use of the leased asset and are attributable to the 

lease component or allocated between the lease and non-lease components.
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Identifying and separating components
Real estate considerations – practical expedient to not separate non-lease and associated lease components – lessors
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ASC 842 provides a practical expedient that allows lessors to elect, 
by class of underlying asset, to not separate non-lease 

components from the associated lease components if the non-
lease components otherwise would be accounted for in accordance 
with the new revenue standard and both of the following criteria are 

met:

The lease component and the 
associated non-lease 

components have the same 
timing and pattern of transfer.

The lease component, if 
accounted for separately, 
would be classified as an 

operating lease.
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Identifying and separating components
Real estate considerations – practical expedient to not separate non-lease and associated lease components – lessors (Cont.)
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► A lessor that concludes the criteria on the previous slide are met then 
evaluates whether the lease or non-lease component(s) are the 
predominant component.
► A lessor that determines that the non-lease component(s) associated with 

the lease component are the predominant component(s) in the contract is 
required to account for the combined component as a single performance 
obligation in accordance with ASC 606, including its disclosure requirements.

► If the non-lease components aren’t 
the predominant components, the 
lessor accounts for the combined 
components as an operating lease 
in accordance with ASC 842.



► In determining whether a non-lease component or components are the 
predominant component(s) in a combined component, a lessor must 
consider whether the lessee would be reasonably expected to ascribe 
more value to the non-lease component(s) than to the lease 
component.

► An entity that elects the lessor practical expedient to not separately 
account for qualifying lease and non-lease components must apply the 
expedient to all qualifying leases in that class and provide certain 
disclosures.

Identifying and separating components
Real estate considerations – practical expedient to not separate non-lease and associated lease components – lessors 
(Cont.)

Determining whether a lease or non-lease component is the predominant 
component will be straightforward in most real estate arrangements, but it 
may be challenging for certain arrangements that include service elements 
other than CAM. 
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Identifying and separating components
Real estate considerations – practical expedient to not separate non-lease and associated lease components – lessors (Cont.)

Illustration 1 — Lessor elects practical expedient to not separate non-
lease and associated lease components in a gross lease

Background: 
► Lessor owns and operates a multifamily residential building with 12 units. On 1 

January 20X8, Lessor and Tenant enter into a 15-month operating lease of a single 
residential unit in the building. As part of the contract, Lessor is responsible for 
maintaining the common areas in the building. 

► The terms of the lease require Tenant to make a fixed monthly payment of $3,000 for 
use of the residential unit. There are no additional payments for real estate taxes, 
building insurance or maintenance of the common areas. 
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Key considerations
Real estate considerations – practical expedient to not separate non-lease and associated lease components – lessors (Cont.)

Illustration 1 — Lessor elects practical expedient to not separate non-
lease and associated lease components in a gross lease (Cont.)

Analysis:
► Lessor determines that the contract contains two components: a lease component 

(i.e., the right to use the residential unit) and a non-lease component (i.e., CAM). 
Under ASC 842, real estate taxes and insurance are not separate components of the 
contract. 

► Lessor evaluates whether it can apply the optional practical expedient to not separate 
the lease and non-lease component in the contract. It first determines that the non-
lease component (i.e., CAM) otherwise would be accounted for under ASC 606 and 
then assesses the criteria for use of the practical expedient:

► Lessor concludes that the timing and pattern of transfer of the right to use the 
residential space and the transfer of CAM are the same (i.e., the right to use the 
residential space and CAM transfer to the tenant on a monthly basis over the term 
of the contract).

► Lessor concludes that the right to use the residential space would be classified as 
an operating lease if it were accounted for separately.
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Key considerations
Real estate considerations – practical expedient to not separate non-lease and associated lease components – lessors (Cont.)

Illustration 1 — Lessor elects practical expedient to not separate non-
lease and associated lease components in a gross lease (Cont.)

Analysis (Cont.):

Lessor concludes that it meets the criteria to use the practical expedient. 

► Lessor then evaluates whether CAM is the predominant component in the 
arrangement. 

Lessor concludes that CAM is not the predominant component 
because Tenant is reasonably expected to ascribe more value 

to the right to use the residential space. 

► Accordingly, Lessor accounts for the combined component as an operating lease in 
accordance with ASC 842 and provides the required disclosures by class of underlying 
assets. 

► Lessor applies the expedient to all eligible arrangements in the same class of 
underlying asset (i.e., all multifamily residential units that it leases).
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Lease classification
Real estate considerations – lessees
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► ASC 842 eliminates the real estate-specific classification criteria in 
ASC 840. 
► For example, under ASC 840, only the “transfer of ownership” and “bargain 

purchase” criteria are considered when evaluating the classification of land 
leases for lessees.

► Real estate entities that are lessees (e.g., a lessee in a ground lease 
arrangement, a building lease of a data center, a corporate office lease) 
need to consider the effect of ASC 842 on their financial statements.

► The lease liabilities and right-of-use assets recognized under ASC 842 
could be significant for real estate entities, especially for ground leases.



Illustration 2 — Ground lease classification

Background:
► A real estate entity (Lessee) enters into a ground lease of land in New York City with a 

term of 99 years. Lessee will construct and operate an office building on the land and 
will lease office space to tenants. 

► There is no transfer of ownership or option to purchase the land at the end of the 
lease term. There is no residual value guaranteed by Lessee at the end of the lease 
term. The present value of the lease payments is $95 million. The fair market value 
(FMV) of the land is $100 million.

Lease classification
Real estate considerations – lessees (Cont.)
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Illustration 2 — Ground lease classification (Cont.)

Analysis:
► The arrangement meets the definition of a lease. Lessee then assesses the 

classification criteria in ASC 842-10-25-2:
► The lease does not transfer ownership of the land to Lessee at the end of the lease term.

► The lease does not grant Lessee an option to purchase the land.

► The lease term (99 years) is not for the major part of the remaining economic life of the land 
because land has an indefinite life.

► The present value of the sum of the lease payments ($95 million) exceeds substantially all of 
the FMV of the land ($100 million).

► The land is not of such a specialized nature that it is expected to have no alternative use at the 
end of the lease term.

Because the present value of the sum of the lease payments equals or 
exceeds substantially all of the fair value of the underlying asset, Lessee 

concludes that the lease is a finance lease.

Lease classification
Real estate considerations – lessees (Cont.)
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► ASC 842’s requirement that only costs that would be incurred if a 
lease is obtained qualify as initial direct costs changes practice for 
many real estate lessors. 

► They no longer are able to include allocated costs for compensation 
and costs for services such as certain legal advice that are incurred 
even if the lease is not obtained.

► The more restrictive capitalization 
criteria affects key financial 
metrics such as funds from 
operations, which excludes 
amortization of capitalized costs.

Other considerations
Real estate considerations – initial direct costs
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Illustration 3 — Initial direct costs (excerpt from the Accounting 
Standards Codification ASC 842-10-55-240 to 55-242)

Background:
► Lessee and Lessor enter into an operating lease. The following costs are incurred in 

connection with the lease:

Other considerations
Real estate considerations – initial direct costs (Cont.)
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Travel costs related to lease proposal $ 7,000
External legal fees 22,000
Allocation of employee costs for time negotiating 

lease terms and conditions 6,000
Commissions to brokers 10,000

Total costs incurred by Lessor $ 45,000

External legal fees $ 15,000
Allocation of employee costs for time negotiating 

leases terms and conditions 7,000
Payments made to existing tenant to obtain the lease 20,000

Total costs incurred by Lessee $ 42,000



Illustration 3 — Initial direct costs (excerpt from the Accounting 
Standards Codification ASC 842-10-55-240 to 55-242) (Cont.)

► Lessor capitalizes initial direct costs of $10,000, which it recognizes ratably over the 
lease term, consistent with its recognition of lease income. 

► The $10,000 in broker commissions is an initial direct cost because that cost was 
incurred only as a direct result of obtaining the lease (that is, only as a direct result of 
the lease being executed). 

► None of the other costs incurred by Lessor meet the definition of initial direct costs 
because they would have been incurred even if the lease had not been executed. 

► For example, the employee salaries are paid regardless of whether the lease is 
obtained, and Lessor would be required to pay its attorneys for negotiating and 
drafting the lease even if Lessee did not execute the lease.

Other considerations
Real estate considerations – initial direct costs (Cont.)
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Illustration 3 — Initial direct costs (excerpt from the Accounting 
Standards Codification ASC 842-10-55-240 to 55-242) (Cont.)

► Lessee includes $20,000 of initial direct costs in the initial measurement of the right-of-
use asset. 

► Lessee amortizes those costs ratably over the lease term as part of its total lease 
cost. Throughout the lease term, any unamortized amounts from the original $20,000 
are included in the measurement of the right-of-use asset. 

► The $20,000 payment to the existing tenant is an initial direct cost because that cost is 
only incurred upon obtaining the lease; it would not have been owed if the lease had 
not been executed. 

► None of the other costs incurred by Lessee meet the definition of initial direct costs 
because they would have been incurred even if the lease had not been executed (for 
example, the employee salaries are paid regardless of whether the lease is obtained, 
and Lessee would be required to pay its attorneys for negotiating and drafting the 
lease even if the lease was not executed).

Other considerations
Real estate considerations – initial direct costs (Cont.)
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Lessor accounting
Collectibility of operating lease receivables

At lease commencement,
is collectibility of lease 

payments plus any amount 
necessary to satisfy a residual 
value guarantee for each lease 

probable? 1

Recognize lease payments as 
lease income on a straight-line 

or another systematic basis, 
plus variable rent when it 

becomes accruable.

Constrain lease income to 
the lesser of cash collected 

or lease payments 
reflected on a straight-line 

or another systematic 
basis, plus variable rent 

when it becomes 
accruable.

Does the entity elect to also apply a loss 
contingency reserve on a portfolio basis?

The guidance in 
ASC 450-20 is applied to 
the remaining operating 

lease receivables 
(i.e., leases that were 
not impaired under 

ASC 842).

No
additional

steps.

No

Yes

Yes No

1 While we would expect lessors to evaluate whether collection is probable under ASC 842 on a lease-by-lease basis, ASC 842 permits an entity to use a 
portfolio approach, which may be appropriate to use to reflect the portion of the population for which collection is not probable.

Step 2: Application of ASC 450-20Step 1: Application of ASC 842
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Lessor accounting
Collectibility of operating lease receivables 

Determine whether the loss contingency reserve 
contemplated the impairment. Adjust lease 

income under ASC 842 and the loss contingency 
reserve under ASC 450-20 as necessary.

After lease commencement, does the assessment of collectibility 
of lease payments for a specific lease change?

Yes No

Step 2: Application of ASC 450-20Step 1: Application of ASC 842

Did the assessment 
change from not 

probable to 
probable?

No
additional steps.

Did the assessment 
change from 

probable to not 
probable?

Recognize a cumulative 
catch-up adjustment for 
any difference between 
the lease income that 

would have been 
recognized if 

collectibility had always 
been assessed as 

probable and the lease 
income recognized to 

date. 

Lease income is reversed to the 
extent that the lease payments, 

including variable lease 
payments that have been 

collected from the lessee, are 
less than the lease income 

recognized to date.

Does the entity elect to also apply an 
ASC 450-20 loss contingency reserve?

Yes Yes

No

Refer to 
Step 2: 

Application 
of ASC 450-

20.

Yes
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You will need to develop a project plan
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Diagnostic phase Design and plan for 
implementation phase Implementation phase

► Understand your current 
leasing activities and 
processes, and determine 
what needs to change

► Identify resources 
to implement the standard

► Understand your leases and 
identify a complete 
population of leases

► Perform a preliminary 
accounting and disclosure 
gap analysis 

► Design changes to your lease 
processes for both the 
transition accounting and 
accounting for new and 
modified leases after adoption

► Determine how you will track 
the information you need to 
account for leases (e.g., 
modify or add an IT system, 
use Excel spreadsheets)

► Determine the data needed to 
comply with the new 
disclosure requirements

► Finalize changes to your 
lease processes

► Implement your plan 
for any changes to IT 
systems

► Finalize your policies for 
transition accounting and 
account for new and 
modified leases after 
adoption

► Compute the transition 
adjustments
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NCREIF Virtual Summer 
Conference
ESG in real estate
July 20, 2021



Today’s discussion 
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1

2

ESG overview and latest trends

Leading practices



ESG overview and latest 
trends
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ESG is no longer a marketing tool, but a part of companies’ fiduciary duty

Old World corporate social responsibility (CSR):
• We contribute to society because we are successful.
• We give back.

New World sustainability and ESG:
• We are successful because we contribute to society.
• We create shared value.

Philanthropy

Integrated sustainability strategies

CSR

Governance and sustainability

Fiduciary duty

Time

Adapted from WBSCD.

Defining ESG
The term “ESG” is often used 
interchangeably with the terms 
“sustainability” and “corporate 
responsibility.” Priorities vary by 
company and often include these topics.

Environmental
• Risks of climate change 
• Greenhouse gas emissions
• Energy efficiency
• Pollution and waste management
• Land-use impacts
• Water management 

Social
• Diversity and inclusion 
• Employee safety and wellness
• Product quality and safety
• Community engagement and impacts
• Employee wages and benefits

Governance
• Board diversity
• Business ethics
• Management of environmental and 

social risks 
• Compensation policies
• Data privacy and security 



Many market and societal forces have heightened the importance of ESG

Talent and customer attraction

Employees and customers are demanding that 
organizations stand for something beyond 
profit. 

Shift to stakeholder capitalism

Stakeholders’ demands are forcing 
executives and decision-makers to rethink 
their organizations’ goals beyond 
maximizing shareholder value.

Rising global threats and associated 
opportunities from climate change

The seriousness and scale of the risks posed 
by climate change highlight the need to 
accelerate change through business 
innovation. 

Biden administration’s bold climate 
agenda and SEC changes

The Biden administration has a bold climate 
agenda and is focused on building a modern, 
sustainable infrastructure and clean energy 
future.

Sustainable investing from niche to mass 
market

Sustainable investing continues to expand into a 
major market segment, fueled by investors and 
firms demanding corporate disclosures. 

Macro 
forces 

amplifying 
ESG

The fight for racial equity and social 
justice

Working to achieve racial diversity, equity and 
inclusion is a renewed priority for companies 
looking to drive sustainability and overall 
performance.

1

2

3 4

5

6
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Stakeholder expectations have been the main market driver for ESG so far

59%

of investors are concerned with 
environmental issues/

climate change2

of respondents agree that stakeholders, 
not shareholders, are most important to 

long-term company success3

87%

1 “Trends on the sustainability reporting practices of S&P 500 index companies,” Governance and Accountability Institute, Inc., 2020
2 “2020 proxy season preview: What investors expect from the 2020 proxy season,” EY website, February 5, 2021.
3 “Edelman Trust Barometer 2020,” Edelman website, 2020 Edelman Trust Barometer Global Report_LIVE.pdf, accessed February 9, 2021. 

Employees
Millennials are three times more likely to seek employment with a 
company because of its stance on social and/or environmental issues.

Consumers
57% of consumers are willing to change their purchasing habits to help reduce 
negative environmental impact.

Customers
More than 150 members with $4 trillion of purchasing power are using the 
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) supply chain program to request ESG 
information from 15,000 suppliers worldwide.

Investors 
• 98% of investors in EY survey evaluate ESG performance based on 

corporate disclosures.
• Sustainably invested assets represent $1 in every $3 US assets under 

professional management.

S&P500 companies publishing sustainability reports1
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Question 1

Which stakeholders are the main driver for ESG programs at your 
organization?   

A. Investors

B. Employees

C. Customers/Consumers
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Investors are driving ESG programs at companies and moving toward more rigorous 
evaluation of ESG disclosures

Source: "How will your ESG performance shape your future?“ EY website, July 22, 2020.

The vast majority of investors say that they usually conduct a structured and formal review of ESG disclosures

67%
More than two-thirds of investors say 

that they make “significant use” of ESG 
disclosures that are shaped by the Task 

Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD).

78%
More than three-quarters of those who 

make significant use of that TCFD 
information say that it has a significant 
impact on investment decision-making.

72%

32%

25%

65%

2%

3%

2020

2018

We usually conduct a structured, methodical evaluation of
nonfinancial disclosures
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The ESG regulatory environment is rapidly changing globally
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International

SEC Investor Advisory Committee
May 2020 — Recommends the SEC update 
reporting requirements to include material 
and decision-useful ESG factors, noting that 
if the SEC does not take the lead in 
establishing an ESG disclosure framework, 
it risks standards developed by other 
jurisdictions becoming the default for 
global issuers.

SEC on human capital
Aug 2020 — The SEC 
adopts amendments 
requiring human 
capital disclosures, where 
material.

SEC announces greater ESG and 
climate focus
Feb 2021 — The SEC says that it will 
review companies’ climate change 
disclosures.
Mar 3 — SEC announces 
plans to examine ESG funds for 
underlying investments’ ESG focus.

Biden administration makes strong 
commitment to climate and 
environmental via executive action
Jan 2021 — New administration says US 
is rejoining the Paris Agreement and 
issues EO on tackling the climate crisis 
and protecting public health and the 
environment; expects to introduce ESG-
related regs.

IFAC
Sep 2020 — The International 
Federation of Accountants (IFAC) 
calls for the IFRS Foundation to 
establish sustainability standards 
board alongside the IASB to set 
global sustainability/ESG 
standards.

ESG framework convergence
Sep 2020 — Five of the most 
important sustainability framework 
organizations issue 
a joint statement of collaboration and 
potential path forward.

IFRS Foundation Trustees
Feb 2021 — Trustees announce plans to 
produce a definitive proposal (including a road 
map with timeline) by the end of September 
2021, possibly leading to an announcement on 
establishing a sustainability standards board 
when the United Nations Climate Change 
Conference COP26 meets in November 2021.

TCFD
By 2022 — The UK Government 
expects all listed companies and large 
asset owners to disclose in line with 
TCFD.

SEC announces enforcement task force 
on climate and ESG issues
Mar 4 — Task force to develop initiatives to 
proactively identify ESG-related misconducts. 
Initial focus to identify any material gaps or 
misstatements in issuers’ disclosure of 
climate risks.
March 15 – Public input requested from 
investors, registrants, and other market 
participants on climate change disclosures.

2020 2021+

Sustainable Finance Disclosure 
Regulation
Mar 10 — Disclosure requirements 
under the SFDR begin to phase in. 
Initial requirements focus on 
sustainability risk and due diligence 
policies. Requirements are aimed at 
improving transparency and 
consistency of disclosures for ESG-
focused financial products.

US-focused



Investors are focusing on the human capital aspects of ESG

There is a growing interest in disclosures related to the human capital aspect, including diversity and 
inclusion. Investor attention to and engagement on human capital will likely continue to grow, increasing 
the pressure on companies to strengthen their practices and disclosures in this space.
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10 In the US, companies can use the disclosure framework set forth by the US EEO-1 Survey. Non-US companies are encouraged to disclose this information in alignment with SASB’s guidance and nationally appropriate frameworks.
Source: Diversity Strategy, Goals & Disclosure: Our Expectations for Public Companies, 2020. https://www.ssga.com/us/en/individual/etfs/insights/diversity-strategy-goals-disclosure-our-expectations-for-public-companies

Strategy Goals Metrics Board Oversight

Articulate what role diversity plays in the 
company’s broader human capital 
management practices and long-term 
strategy 

Describe what diversity goals exist, how 
these goals contribute to the company’s 
overall strategy, and how these goals are 
managed and progressing.

Provide measures of the diversity of the 
company’s global employee base and 
board, including:

• Workforce — employee diversity by 
race, ethnicity and gender, by 
industry-relevant employment 
categories or levels of seniority, for 
all full-time employees10

• Board level — diversity 
characteristics, including racial and 
ethnic makeup 

Articulate goals and strategy related to 
racial and ethnic representation at the 
board level, including how the board 
reflects the diversity of the company’s 
workforce, community, customers and 
other key stakeholders 

Describe how the board executes its 
oversight role in diversity and inclusion



Demand drivers for sustainability are accelerating with the current administration’s 
unprecedented actions
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President Biden committed to unprecedented Day 1 executive actions to drive historic climate policy actions, which include the following goals:

Achieve a 100% clean energy economy Net-zero emissions no later than 2050

These actions, coupled with increasing climate risks and increasing stakeholder pressure for organizations to focus on ESG, make sustainability a global business imperative. 

Top 5 priorities
Green jobs and addressing the climate crisis

Climate policy
Biden’s climate policy goes beyond his 
initial executive orders of rejoining 
the Paris Climate Agreement and 
stopping the Keystone XL Pipeline. 
Reducing GHG emissions from 
transportation, requiring public 
companies to disclose climate risks, 
and requiring methane pollution 
limits from oil and gas operations are 
a few considerations as the his 
administration moves forward. 

Energy transformation and 
job creation
Creating a clean energy economy and 
net-zero emissions will require major 
shifts toward renewable energy. 
Biden has stated that he aims to 
create 10 million jobs focused on 
infrastructure and clean energy. This 
transition will require strong public-
private partnerships to ensure a 
smooth transition at a state and local 
level. 

Sustainable supply chain
The pandemic accelerated and 
magnified issues within global supply 
chains. The Biden administration 
policy emphasis is focused on “buy 
American” and on onshoring products 
that deliver critical societal needs. 
Supply chains must now consider 
sustainability and human equity 
throughout their architectures; 
bringing supply chains closer to home 
can significantly reduce ESG risk. 

Sustainable finance
Biden’s strong focus on racial and 
gender equity, climate risk and 
financial inclusion will require a 
stronger focus on sustainable finance. 
Financial services will need to play a 
role in addressing climate change and 
improving the burden on low-income 
communities. ESG products and 
disclosures will continue to 
strengthen. 

Social justice and equity
The Biden administration is focused 
on progressive social justice reform, 
which will impact the “social” 
component of ESG, including focusing 
on racial equity via small businesses, 
housing and education; advocating for 
workers' rights and union organizing; 
and making sweeping reversals of the 
Trump immigration agenda.

01 02 03 04 05



Question 2

Are ESG disclosures a focus for your organization?

A. Yes, they have continued to be an area of focus

B. Yes, there is an increasing focus

C. No
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Leading practices
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What makes a leader a leader?
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Strong ESG goals, considering 
value chain:
Timebound, quantitative, context-
based goals set for strategic topics 
to the organization

Industry-leading activities:

Founding and taking a leading 
position on activities and initiatives 
that transform value chains

Vocal on climate:

Supporting various policy 
mechanisms that seek to combat 
climate change

CEO endorsement of initiatives:
CEO signing on to, and being 
involved in, ESG-related global or 
sectoral initiatives that seek to align 
corporate purpose with stakeholder 
needs

Genuinely embracing multi-stakeholder capitalism:
Embedding ESG across the organization, including purpose, culture, goals, value chain considerations, incentives and disclosures. How is ESG embedded 
in your business decisions? How do you empower your employees to consider ESG in their daily activities? 

Desired leadership outcome: better run, more responsible companies that make decisions to deliver the necessary product, service
and business model innovations that contribute to a flourishing society



Boards should provide transparent oversight of ESG
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Board Audit Compensation Nominating and 
Governance

ESG integration 
into strategy 
and ERM

ESG disclosure 
processes and 
controls

Alignment of 
ESG goals to 
executive pay

ESG governance, 
stakeholder 
expectations and 
board expertise

Sustainability

Explicit focus 
on risk and 
opportunities



Leaders can tell a consistent story in all company communications that aligns to 
purpose, culture and long-term strategy
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Of reporters:

• 95% offer environmental performance metrics

• 67% set quantified and time-bound environmental goals

• 65% respond to CDP10 Climate Change

• 51% utilize the GRI10 standards

• 25% mention or align with SASB10

• 29% seek external assurance.

Of Fortune 100 companies in 2019:

• 69% offer sustainability commitment information in the 
proxy

71% of Fortune Global 250 obtain external assurance. Of those, 
two-thirdschoose their external auditor.Sources: “Trends on the sustainability reporting practices of S&P 500 index companies,” Governance & Accountability 

Institute, Inc. (2020); State of Sustainability and Integrated Reporting, 2018 Investor Responsibility Research Center Institute; 
EY Center for Board Matters: Five takeaways from the 2019 proxy season (EY 2019); The CPA’s Role in Sustainability 
Assurance. AICPA, April 2015.

10 GRI: Global Reporting Initiative; CDP: Carbon Disclosure Project; SASB: Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
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EY exists to build a better working world, helping to 
create long-term value for clients, people and society 
and build trust in the capital markets. 

Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY teams in 
over 150 countries provide trust through assurance and 
help clients grow, transform and operate. 
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